
Monday’s Check List (4/25/16): 

1. Your Bahamas paragraph is being returned to each of you individually. I had a few 

comments/questions to work to push your thinking further. You are welcome to rewrite and 

resubmit with the original.  

Method work, cont.: 

2. Get back into your small, split groups from Friday concerning your Method work. You are 

to first consider rewriting your claim from Friday. How could it more effectively display 

what the commercials seem to be telling their consumers/audiences, and knowing what you 

know from the fourth video (Chang or Ferdous) (and Kincaid, Bahamas Notice/Focus 

work, etc. if you so choose), what does your critical lens tell you these commercials are 

leaving out of their images/their constructed narrative? Given Z, texts (A, B and C) seem to be 

about X, but ultimately, through a critical lens/approach one might see that the story of importance is really 

concerned with Y.  

3. If you didn’t start doing so on Friday, make a list of the things either Chang or Ferdous 

(depending on your text set selection) was telling you as a viewer.  Feel free to look 

at it again if you have headphones.  

4. Next, begin to take into consideration what you noticed, using the Method, in the cluster of 

commercials that most clearly illuminates what stories/what voices are being left out. Work 

to put these ideas into conversation i.e. you will be working to prove your claim in a 

well-formed paragraph. You can call on any previous source used as well beyond the ones 

in the text set.  

5. You will be submitting your Notice/Focus work and The Method work stapled 

together (this does not include the small group paragraph that was returned to you 

today).  

Pratt Text Work (can be completed individually but can be discussed in small groups): 

6. Write a 1-2 sentence summary of her argument. 

7. Find 2-3 passages of support for your summative claim. 

8. Find 1-2 passages that you think are important but you’re not sure why. 

9. Find 1-2 passages that you find enlightening/cool/strange/revealing/fascinating/etc.  

 Be sure to include brief explanations as to choice + proper citations 

10. Be prepared to share/discuss tomorrow. You will be given about ~15-20 minutes to 

wrap this work up before we begin our discussion. No homework  


